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FastInvest monitors the activities of over 8000 
daily loan investors across EU countries on their 

platform. 

Their habits yield a wealth of behavioral insights 
based on their geographies.

Country by country, it would appear a national 
culture of investment begins to take shape.



While all investors were able to select from the same p2p investments, 

Spanish and Austrian investors were found to be selecting and maintaining 

loans with lower average interest rates when compared to other countries.  

Investors from Switzerland on average selected the highest interest rates, 

followed by their counterparts from the UK.  
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Is It Risk Tolerance or Is It Greed?
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Not Everyone Trusts Technology 

Poland: Only 42.5% of Polish users utilize Auto Invest 

Rest of EU:  88% of investors use Auto Invest function on regular basis

There is a clear difference between Eastern and Western Europe in how much 

investors trust FI’s Auto Invest technology algorithm to manage their portfolio.

Investors in Poland are entrusting Auto Invest with their money 50% less than 

those in the rest of the EU.

Auto Invest is a useful tool for investors who have less time and want to reinvest 

their money in an effortless and profitable way with the help of technology.
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Showing Confidence With Their Wallets

Higher confidence may correlate with a more easily satisfied approach. 

Counties which preferred selecting interest rates below 11%  (including Germany, 
Austria and Spain) were also willing to begin with higher dollar investments, on 
average beginning at levels above €1112

Investors from Spain, Germany, Poland, Austria and the United Kingdom on 
average have initial investments larger than €1112 and conversely investors 
from The Netherlands, Switzerland, Belgium start with less than €1112. 

The amount of a user’s investment is a good indicator of their confidence in 
the investment and investing overall - and we noticed some countries are 
more confident, on average, than others. 
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High Maintenance and High Motivation: 

The data shows that the investors who like to check up on their account the 
most, are also the ones that contributed additional funds most frequently.

Investors from The Netherlands contributed to their funds the most often, 
averaging 35 times per year, and also checked in the most, viewing their 
investment status on average 567 times per year.  

Poland and Germany also eclipsed the other EU countries for their levels of 
activities and maintenance. 

The country with the lowest account and investment activity is Austria.

Netherlands 
Average account refills per year: 35
Average logins: 567

Poland 
Average account refills per year: 20
Average logins: 253

Germany 
Average account refills per year: 26
Average logins: 320

Austria 
Average account refills per year: 10
Average logins: 180
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Is There Nationalism in Investment?

All investors have the ability to invest in loans of various types and interest 

rates across both Euros and Polish PLN. While most countries prefer to invest 

in their own currency, differences in open-mindedness certainly exist: 

Poland 

Even with the EU offering a bit of a more 

stable currency, only 1.76% of residents 

prefer to invest in Euro based currency loans. 

Belgium 

Only 2.20% of Belgian investors choose PLN 

(Polish) currency based loans as opposed to 

their own Euro. 

Germany 

Germans appear to be the most open 

minded of EU countries, with 15.73% making 

investments in PLN currency. 

Netherlands
The Netherlands followed behind Germany in 

diverting from the euro, with 9.08% of 

investors choosing PLN based loans. 
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